FRMAC WORKING GROUP UPDATES

1. Alvin Morris, Chair for Operations Working Group presented updates (see slide presentation)
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - No further discussion

2. Tom Laiche Chair for the Assessment Working Group updates (see slide presentation)
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - AS-100 training in Albuquerque in May or June
   - No further discussion

3. Mark Allen Chair for the Lab Analysis Working Group updates (see slide presentation)
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - No further discussion

4. Jeremy Gwin, Chair for Monitoring & Sampling Working Group presented updates (see slide presentation).
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - No further discussion

5. Steve Johnson— RAP updates (see slide presentation)
   - Participated in 3 First 100 RDD Response Trainings
   - Supported 2 AMS Proficiency Flights
   - Participated in 11 various exercises and trainings
   - Responded to three real world events
   - No further discussion

6. Alvin Morris Exercise Updates (see slide presentation)
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - No further discussion

7. Holly Arrigoni & Sara DeCair presented Implementation of 2017 PAGs (see slide presentation)
   - Reiterated information on slides
   - See water DCFs spreadsheet for more information
   - No further discussion

8. Brenden Palmer presented RadResponder updates (no slides)
   - Several technical enhancements including indoor monitoring solutions and lab analysis improvements
   - Event planning ongoing for Vibrant Response, Iowa Lab Sampling Training, and NRC Region Top Workshop next month
   - Three Rad Responder trainings planned in February and March 2020
Alvin Morris discussed the upcoming NREP conference, March 30-April 2, 2020 in Nashville, TN (see slide presentation for hotel and airport information)

Ken Evans presented for CRCPD (no slides)
- Doing outreach in association with public health lab. This information could be incorporated in FRMAC Emergency Response Database
- Working on next train the trainer workshop in TBD 2020
- 52nd Annual Meeting May 4-7, 2020 in Williamsburg, VA. The theme is “Vision for the Future”

Bill Irwin for CRCPD (see ROSS slide presentation)
- Issued Position Task Books using OneResponder, which is open to all Federal, State, local, tribal and territorial response organizations and governments.
- The following question was asked, How are CRCPDs' efforts in radchem list different than ERLN? They are not totally different, more complementary.
- There is ROSS training at the HPS Mid-Year Meeting Saturday January 25 from 0800 to 1700 at the North Bethesda Marriott (near NRC HQ - White Flint Metro stop) this weekend for anyone in the NCR. Please come! It is an AAHP course and has a

Alvin Morris stated that the slide presentations will be sent out to participants on the http://nnss.gov/pages/programs/FRMAC/FRMAC_Outreach.html page.

Next call on July 29, 2020